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Defining the Black Hole

• Quality control effort (QC) can be a sinkhole, and is possibly one of the most

daunting ops issues for seasoned and emerging programs

• How much of your total time devoted to web archiving goes to doing (boring) 

manual quality control? Quality of 1. your crawl definitions and 2. that of the target 

web resource can greatly influence the generated volume of QC.

• Deciding to collect badly designed sites increases your QC times, but is it worth it?  

How do you provide guidelines on what sites to select, to limit QC effort?

• How do you decide when elevated effort is warranted? As your level of experience 

goes up your QC should go down -- but does it? Ours wasn’t, and we needed a 

resource management-oriented response.



Quality control 

can take over 

your life if you 

permit it

(You’re nodding 

because you’ve 

been there at 

some point) Your quality control 

accretion disc

Your program resources
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Disclaimers (that affect what follows…)

1. Our program has five FTE curators/web crawl engineers and 

another 3 part time

2. While we do collect the federal govt domain (*.gc.ca), we do not 

yet conduct national domain crawls (*.ca)

3. Thus, we primarily conduct thematic crawling, so must decide 

themes/ resources to collect (realizing this is not ideal/is stopgap)

4. We use Archive-IT and do not have internal infrastructure

5. We largely conduct manual quality control



Program Acquisition Methodology

1. Comprehensive collection of the GC web presence (2005)

2. Thematic web and social media research collections (2006)

3. Events-based collections and news media (2013)

4. Rescue or preservation harvesting (since 2005)

5. Acquisition of nominated resources (since 2005)



Curation/Project Management Methodology

1. Define the theme to be documented and its priority level

2. Within a project scoping document, define the issues/subthemes 

we want to document and their scope/out; define depth indicators 

for each subtheme (survey vs attempted comprehensiveness)

3. Assign priority levels to each subtheme to capture relative 

importance; define max number of seeds to collect; then assign 

curators to each subtheme -- evolve the scope as curator 

resource discovery dictates

4. Select and harvest first, conduct quality control later



Effort vs  Value: Should you collect it?

1. A means of reducing QC work is examining where the drain on resources is 

occurring – and is that worth it?  Often it needs some mitigation.

2. Value vs effort principles based on library collection development:

A. Degree of currency, authority, significance; representative vs unique; 

complementarity to holdings and mandate; research value for the future; 

time sensitivity; measurable impact, likelihood of consultation, etc.

B. Vs. degree of effort, resource investment, tenability for preservation and 

emulation/access, does the resource pass the “who cares” test?

1. In alignment with the organization’s mandate and digital preservation 

principles, material that constitutes an untenable effort, or cannot be feasibly 

preserved or made accessible really should not be acquired.



Quality Control Methodology

1. Each curator tracks each seed they select in a spreadsheet and 

assigns a high level effort/QC rating according to the following 

slide’s chart

2. Rating is based on each web resource’s design quality, tech that’s 

embedded/utilized, examination of URL construction etc, which 

speaks to how problematic a resource could be

3. Project lead defines (based on project and subtheme priority and 

resource availability), the maximum QC effort that will be invested 

in FTE hours per subtheme



Defining Levels of Quality Control

• Levels can and should be tailored to your resource levels and quality targets

* - For us, higher QC levels are usually escalated to senior crawl and QC engineers, having 

passed the value vs effort gateway

QC Level High level definition of QC operations conducted:

1. None None is conducted, assume the crawl is enough

2. Reports only Reports reviewed to ensure crawl succeeded; replay not guaranteed

3. Visual Replay is reasonable; patch crawl conducted if not

4. Interactive Archived website is spot checked and browsed for functionality 

5. Intensive* Archived website faithful to the original; audio-AV functionality is preserved

6. Advanced* Reserved for interaction with site owner to ensure 100% preservation



“Quality Control Blitzes”

1. We concentrate on seed collection first, and conduct especially 

more advanced QC at a later time (while this is a risk, we prefer to 

prioritize data collection)

2. Project team meets regularly; project lead all seed spreadsheets up 

into a master, to assess the total projected QC needed, in order to 

plan seed allocation for action

3. When project collection phase ends, entire team enters “QC blitz 

mode” with all hands on deck to conduct QC (frees senior curators 

to do the escalated QC levels 5-7.



Benefits of the Approach

• We think this QC ops model is scalable, and easily adaptable

• Permits project tracking and assessment of how complex the 

resources selected were and how high QC effort was

• Generates metrics with which to

talk to management about web

archival work, expertise, and

resourcing levels (more staff!)

• Enables dynamic adjustment of

QC work as needed



Benefits of the Approach

We’ve found this

approach helps

constrain QC effort so

we can channel FTE

resources to intellectual

and not primarily

technical work

-- while maintaining

expected quality levels.



Future Plans

1. Finalize project scoping documents into a close-out 

document reporting lessons learned

2. Convert to a type of finding aid that provides:

1. An overview of the thematic collection, stated goals in curation

2. What was in and out of scope, QC levels and outcomes

3. Social media and language/types of resources included, etc.

4. Publish the scoping/finding aid along with the collection

3. Answers the question: is this data relevant to my research?



Questions welcome!
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